Mike Strong Work documentation

Clinic Masters - 1983 – database

Me in 1983 with Commodore 64 and Brother daisy wheel printer in Clinic Masters office in Lee’s Summit, Missouri. The blue manual next to the
monitor is for EasyScript word processing software. Photo by Tony Latona.

Commodore 64 - From 1983 - Database, programming
Created a sales, mailing database for use in a 20th anniversary meeting with Clinic Masters / Mind
Dynamics. Had more than 13,000 names on 84 floppies all running with SuperBase 64 program.
Superbase 64 had 3,500 kb of memory to run in using a BASIC language to program in.
I had been hired to be the meeting coordinator for this, held at the Hyatt Regency, and we were looking
for, and got, 1,000 attendees. Out of this some were current clients, some were former clients and some
of those former clients signed up yet again.

A photo I took from overhead catwalks of the 1,000 attendees in October 1983 with a 4x5 Crown Graphic. This combining three separate
pictures to get every one in.

I did a couple of things with this. First building the database by programming an input program for
temps. This taught me a great deal about bulk mail but more importantly about working with and
programming for short-term workers setup to perform a job on a company's computers. Much of my
interface philosophy was formed here, early on.
In addition I built a switch box (electronic parts) with a flat cable which tapped into the flat cable
between the C-64's keyboard and its motherboard. That switch box allowed a more efficient production
of customized printed letters and envelopes to prospects, by isolating the printing controls (switch box)
physically off to the side of the keyboard. We were able to get up to 1,200 letters and envelopes per day
from a 12 cps daisy-wheel Brother printer.

1984 Heath-Zenith 150’s with 10 meg drives - Database, programming
The Commodore proved the worth of computers to the recruiting efforts of Clinic Masters and so they
decided to go in for heavier duty computers. This time MS-DOS based. We got two Heath-Zenith 150‘s
at about $4,500 each and a 10-meg drive each which were $1100 dollars each.
I installed dBMan, a DBase category program with a more helpful command line and interpreter (when
an error was encountered in the run dBMan would drop out, show the line, allow a correction, and
continue). Unlike dBase which just dropped you.
I exported all our records from 84 Commodore floppies into CSV files and imported them into dBMan
where I duplicated the bulk mailing applications in the dBase language used by dBMan. Once on this
machine we then networked our computers on ethernet and added in more computers in the office.
This allowed database access to all customer and prospect records very quickly.

Other Tasks – phone dialer manual
There were a number of other tasks such as support for a phone dialer to market the chiropractors
(sample pages from the manual are below). Under the name of MetaMarketing they sold this device for
several thousand dollars. It was made in Merriam, KS by a guy named Lumpkin (don’t remember his first
name or his company name) with a Tandy Radio Shack computer controlling the operations. If I
remember right the price was $4500 (maybe $3500 but I think the higher figure is right). It could dial
some 1200 or more numbers in a day.
The responses were often “colorful” but the numbers dialed assured there were enough real responses
with clients that these were profitable.
The list of phone numbers were programed to tape on a digital-cassette tape drive. The machine could
also work in incremental mode, that means dial every 5th or 10th or nth number. If you ever wondered
how “they” got you unlisted number, this could explain how they dialed you.
I wrote, illustrated and laid out the manual for the machine using text from a proportional daisy wheel
printer and images pasted up together. Here are a couple of pages from that manual. You can see it is
VERY early.
I scanned these from a still existing manual. There were a total of 30 pages printed on both sides with
cardstock covers. So the pages below are a sample only.

